According to the book upon ants, and to other writings of that foremost student of these animals, Professor That the mound may persist longer than the original founders of the mound is probable also from a described habit of this ant to seize upon young female ants after swarming and to get them into the old mound in some eases so that many mothers of different ages are actually found in a well advanced mound. Forestry, XX, 1922) described the actual actions of the ants in biting and stinging the small trees not far above the ground, resulting in death of the whole tree.
In other trees the nts killed the leaves. Mpping the dead trees indicated that the ants killed the trees with reference to the sun, the trees being dmaged most greatly on the east, west nd south of the mounds. "As soon us the shudow of a tree ws cast on the nest for any length of time, that tree was ttcked." Some nttucks of these nnts upon vegetution near the mounds were seen in the Timonium colonies s follows. About each mound there is u well cleared area or moat on which most all vegetation is checked nd surface material carried off till the underlying pebble or gravel is often exposed very markedly.
When the strongly encrouching Jpunese honeysuckle is rmpant all over the djacent areu, its leaves and shoot tips re nibbled by the ants s soon s they encroach onto the mound or even grow within foot of it. External to this circumferential band of de-Psyche December nudation there are also attacks upon vegetation. In one ease catbriars growing to overhang the mound on the north were attacked and the ants seen to nibble the bases of the leaves that overhlng the mound. In other cases small shoots of poplar about a foot in height were attacked, the twig nibbled near the base and farther up irregularly and the bases of the leaves bitten till the leaves shrivelled. Also rank upgrowing shoots of blackberry arising after a wood fire that killed most all vegetation down to the ground were seen to be attacked by these ants which opened their jaws as wide as possible to bite the bark of the upper parts of the bramble and at the bases of the leaves, which wilted and drooped down. Some other smaller plants were also attacked. The attack involves not only biting, but curving of body and apparently eiection of acid and resulting brown dead areas on the plant. Now these attacks were two to four feet from the mounds and on all sides without any discerned reference to the shading effects that might be assumed, in fact some of the objects attacked could scarcely intercept any appreciable light and one might compare the attack to that of an ant upon a new object as upon the legs of a person standing near a nest, when the ant runs up till something soft enough to be bitten is encountered and then bites persistently in one spot. Also in founding a new mound the ants did kill all the small plants in and close to the mound when its foundation is first begun.
It may well be that the responses of the ants to sun and shade are very complex and deeply ingrained and that the mere warming of their bodies may not be the decisive factor in making them work more on the sides of the mound exposed more to the sunlight.
As the mound is largely useful as an incubator for the young, the slight differences in temperature between various internal parts of the mound may be potent, as in sprouting seeds or growing bulbs, and be the basis for the ants actions. In one mound thermometers showed differences varying tYrom 25.5 to 32C. when the natural soil near by was 24C., June 1926.
Whether investigation shall prove that the internal temperature of the mound is a factor or not, the facts seem to be that these ants do work more on the sun side and that the mounds are most permanent and successful in places exposed to the sun and less successful in deep shade. Thus the upgrowth of trees would eventually introduce an adverse element in the permanence of the mound us being hostile to the optimum temperature needed.
Attempts to esta.blish transplanted mounds both in city back-yard and in the old forest at Homewood, in 1906 Homewood, in , 1916 The interrelution of tree nd unt is thus sequentiM one, the youag tree supplying food, the older tree deterrent to breeding by shuding the mound. On the other hand, the result for the trees of the ant's ctivities is partly the furnishing of some protection by the removal of iniurious insects but also conversely, defense of some enemies of the tree and in prt, the destruction of some trees that my too soon shade the mound. Yet in the long run this association allows the trees to become mature, thus driving the ants to new regions of less shude; mounds dying off and new ones being mde near by till some of them eventuMly become established in regions adjacent to trees but not overshuded by trees.
In the ntural succession of forests it may be that the position occupied by Formica exsectoides is that of a dependent upon conditions in which the forest is temporarily interrupted or destroyed s by fire or wind or smM1 reus of defective soil und that with eventual maturity of forest the ants must move gradually in the course of very mny years from place to place.
Human intervention while tending eventually to eliminate Formica exsectoides my in some cscs supply favorable conditions, s in mining nd deforestation operations and in abandonment of old fields to new growths as well as in ctuM plantation of trees.
There is a general parallelism between the periods of time required for many trees to reach maturity, and the presumed length of existence of mounds of Formica exsectoides, thirty years and more. The ultimate extinction of the community living in any one mound may be brought about naturally by the failure of that community to perpetuate individuals, to replace those dying from accident and from old age; and this may be due partly to lack of ability of the ants to obtain food sufficiently from the crowns of old trees and partly from the lack of adequate temperature for successful rearing of many young when the optimum temperature is reduced by the shading of the mound by old trees. Individual mounds may persist many years or may be abandoned from unknown causes; but in general there seems a correlation between mounds and forest growth; new mounds arise in new forested regions and old mounds become vacant in older forests.
The history of a colony is coordinate with tree life, and in general will be briefer. It is inferred that the organic relation between tree and ant colony is sequential; the new ant family or colony obtaining food from younger trees (the growth of some of which they may prevent); the older colony having to contend against the greater shade and lesser food supply from the older trees, may be unable to continue existence except by migration into younger stages of forestation.
The "tree-ant-association" is complicated by such birds as frequent certain stages of forest growth and do destroy such ,ants.
